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Structure of Talk
• The RAIR Lab is...

• Brief remarks on wargaming R&D

• Slate (bulk of presentation)

• Three points in 2nd part (very brief; abstract a bit 

misleading :))

• penetrating reasoning w/o invading personal 
privacy

• depth vs breadth of reasoning

• uncrackable communication



The RAIR Lab...



http://www.cogsci.rpi.edu/research/rair



• Isolate and dissect human ingenuity.

• Formalize weak correlate to this ingenuity in 
advanced KR&R systems.

• Implement correlate in working computer 
programs.

• Augment correlate as needed with machine-
specific power.

RAIR Lab Method



http://www.cogsci.rpi.edu/research/rair/projects.php



Wargaming...

(for details:  AAAI Fall Symposium Machine Ethics; keynote 
paper & presentation; and technical paper & presentation)



Oxy vs Jihad



Militaristic “Wise Man”
** A L E R T **

To:  Special Forces Company D
From:  Central Command, Integrated Special Forces
cc:  Special Forces Companies A, B, C

Recent HUMINT and SIGINT reveals that at least one of you 
(A, B, C, D), at present, has been locked in as a target 
of MET's highly effective medium-range laser-guided 
missile system, the Azan+.  Despite the threat this poses 
(launch could come at any moment), under no circumstances 
should you change your present location:  Any movement 
could result in your being locked into the sites of the 
Azan+, if you aren't already.  The last thing we want is 
for a group that isn't locked in to be successfully 
targeted.

As you know, and as the other companies know as well, you 
cannot determine through use of your EYE system whether 
your own company has been locked in by the Azan+'s 
targeting system.  But the EYE *can* determine whether 
*another* company has been locked in (a signature laser 
tag is visible to the EYE when the Azan+ is aimed at units 
other than yours).  All  of you, as you know, can scan 
each other with the EYE. ...



Militaristic “WM” (con)

Company A, upon receiving an alert a few minutes ago 
informing it that at least one of A, B, C, and D is locked 
in, and asking it to respond as to whether or not it can 
infer that it is locked in, engaged its EYE and then sent 
out comm  declaring that it does not know whether it is 
locked in.  After this same comm, B issued the same 
message, and then C received the same comm and soon 
thereafter radioed the same message.  Now the ball is in 
your court.

As you know, if a company is currently locked in
by the Azan+, certain jamming techniques implemented from  
our location can cloak you once again -- but if these 
jamming techniques are used mistakenly, if they are used 
when you are *not* already locked in by the Azan+, you 
will be immediately targeted, and launch will almost 
certainly ensue shortly thereafter.

We await your response.



Wise Man Puzzle



Athena Demo



Slate...



Slate overview...



“Sci Fi” empowerment through entire IA process

Preclude bias/error in analytic reasoning

Develop rigorous theory of intelligence analysis

Slate (@ the highest level)



A Bit More Precisely, what is Slate? 

• System for Logical Analysis and Theorem 
Extraction  (SLATE) — though that’s a 
forbidding mouthful, confessedly.

• A workbench for visual reasoning

• A reasoning validity checker

• (intelligent) hypothesis generation system

• A proof finder *

• and much more...



Slate is Not...

a replacement for human reasoners



For Slate,
Two General Uses; Four Specific Ones

Professional 
“Laic” Reasoning

Formal 
Reasoning

IAs, item writers, ...
Mathematicians, logicians, 

technical philosophers

Students of IA, of item 
writing, ...

Students of math, logic, 
philosophy



Parallel (Idealized) 
Processes?

Mathematician given problem.

Reads, gathers info on prior work, etc. 

Develops a proof-sketch in support of a 
theorem.

Fills in gaps in the sketch.

Releases an “informal” proof to the 
community.

IA tasked.

Reads, gathers data, etc.

Develops an argument-sketch in support 
of a hypothesis or recommendation.

Fills in gaps and refines the argument.

Issues a written report expressing/
defending the argument.



Original Concept



Current Release: v2.0



Some Innovative Features
• Reflects new formal theories of 

hypothesis generation. 

• E.g., retrospective and prospective 
MMOI-based abduction

• Automatic report generation (with 
DARPA support)

• Includes a system — S — for 
sketching out and checking visual 
natural reasoning-style arguments

• Designed to model not just 
deduction, but abduction, induction, 
and “mental model”-based reasoning.

• Seamless integration with machine 
reasoning & interactive proof systems 
(SNARK, OSCAR, ...; Athena, ...)

• New, unprecedentedly powerful 
machine reasoning under 
development (e.g., MARMML)



System S

A proof creation / validation environment



Three Desiderata

• Both teaches and (when on the job) 
encourages analysts to reason in context-
independent fashion, so as to avoid bias.

• Brings to light interesting hypotheses the IA 
might not consider on his/her own.

• Reflects the empircally confirmed fact that 
humans reason not just sententially, but also in 
visual “mental model” fashion.



Simple Selection Task

E T 4 7

Suppose I claim the following rule is true:

If a card has a vowel on one side, it has an even 
number on the other side.

Which card or cards should you turn over to 
try to decide if the rule is true?



(1) The following three assertions are either all true 
or all false:

	 If Billy helped, Doreen helped.
	 If Doreen helped, Frank did as well.
	 If Frank helped, so did Emma.

(2) The following assertion is definitely
true:  Billy helped.

Bringsjord #1

Can it be inferred from (1) and (2) that Emma helped?

Yup!



Demo:  MP1a



Demo:  New Order #1



And, a good IA tool automatically 
generates the first draft of reports 

(seen in passing in previous two demos)...





Prior R&D
PROVERB But...

Taps into “unprincipled” NLG

No natural langugage 
corresponding to 
diagrammatic knowledge

Can’t handle resolution-
based reasoning

Can’t handle methods, only 
proofs (not dynamic proofs)

Dormant?

Reasoning that is input 
lacks power of Athena



NDL Proofs to English
REPORT ON NEW ORDER KILLING

To: David Lessing, ---
From: <firstname> <lastname>
Date: 6.16.05

I have now concluded my analysis. The answer is
that John committed suicide. I trust you will
find this new fact useful in our agency’s ongoing
attempt to defeat Al-Qaeda. My argument for this
conclusion runs as follows.

Overall, if we know that either John killed
himself, Majed killed John, or Essed killed John,
and we know that neither Majed nor Essed killed
John, we can infer that John committed suicide.
This means that we have three sub-goals to
aim for. The first one is that the culprit was
either John, Majed, or Essed. But this goal is
easy to substantiate: It can be derived from
the given fact that someone in New Order performed
the killing, combined with the fact that there were
only three members of New Order at the time of the
execution. We turn our attention now to the other
two sub-goals. If we can explain how to reach them,
the case is closed.

...

TypeαDPL

See wmv & quicktime movies for demos



A good tool for IAs is 
interoperable with other 
tools and databases...



• In Brazil, a number of well loggers 
have been stolen.

• A person with possible links to Al 
Qaeda may have these well loggers.

• An analyst’s task is to determine 
whether or not it is possible this 
person has obtained material 
sufficient to construct a radiological 
dispersion device.



• With the promising interoperability enabled by 
IKRIS, this task can be handled collaboratively in 
striking ways.

• The basic idea in a super-short demo...



Interoperability Challenge

case study or
full-fledged tasking

KB

IKL

ΓCL Translators

KB

Γslt
Some hypothesis H 
can now be 
confirmed by Slate.

1

2

3

4

Γcyc
Knowledge from 
CYC is sent out to 
Slate.

automatic
translation

“Common Logic,” an
ARDA standard

SAGE





Interoperability Challenge

case study or
full-fledged tasking

KB

IKL

ΓCL Translators

KB

Γslt
Some hypothesis H 
can now be 
confirmed by Slate.

1

2

3

4

automatic
translation

“Common Logic,” an
ARDA standard

Γslt

We’re close!



Interoperability Challenge

case study or
full-fledged tasking

KB

IKL

ΓCL Translators

KB

Some hypothesis H 
can now be 
confirmed by Slate.

1

2

3

4

Knowledge from 
Slate is sent out 
toward KANI.

automatic
translation

“Common Logic,” an
ARDA standard

ΓsltΓkni



Part II (brief)



Depth vs Breadth of Reasoning...



“In the intelligence field, the amount of data we have
to deal with is ungodly.  An intelligence analyst has to 
deal on a regular basis, for example, with petabytes of 
data.  It seems to me, therefore, that an approach in 
which a machine assistant is to reason over the data 
faced by IAs is doomed:  there’s just too much data.”

a petabytes is 1,125,899,906,842,624 bytes, or 1,024 terabytes



But our initial experiments indicate that the real 
challenge may be deep reasoning over few 
propositions; reasoning over large numbers of
propositions, all things being equal, is easier than 
one might think.



Have run a series of tests on 12 queries with 1,000,000 formulae in the KB.  
For each query, Otter starts with only 1 of the 1,000,000 propositions 
assumed, and at each failure, we double the number of propositions used.  
This doubling continues until Otter finds a proof, or the number of added 
propositions exceeds 1,000,000. The execution of all 12 queries takes less 
than 10 seconds.

###################################################################
Searching for proof of - (exists x P12(C9)) & (exists x P14(C13)).
###################################################################

Searching for proof using 1 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 2 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 4 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 8 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 16 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 32 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 64 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 128 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 256 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 512 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 1024 of the 999999 lines.
Searching for proof using 2048 of the 999999 lines.

PROOF FOUND!

KB ! ∃xP12(C9) ∧ ∃xP14(C13)

P(∅) = {∅}



Since motive, means, intent remain (along with 
some notion of singular attractiveness), formalize 
planes and ask Slate to hypothesize as to how 
terrorists can once again use them as missiles.

767-400

Last NIMD PI meeting, Nov 28-Dec 2 2005!



Penetrating reasoning w/o 
invading personal privacy...



You didn’t have to be Sherlock Holmes...



Uncrackable Communication 
Relative to Automated 

Eavesdropper E...



We Need Automated Visual Reasoning



DNDL by Arkoudas & Bringsjord



End


